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Abstract

Tandem repeat (TR) expansion is the underlying cause of over 40 neurological
disorders. Long-read sequencing offers an exciting avenue over conventional
technologies for detecting TR expansions. Here, we present Straglr, a robust software
tool for both targeted genotyping and novel expansion detection from long-read
alignments. We benchmark Straglr using various simulations, targeted genotyping
data of cell lines carrying expansions of known diseases, and whole genome
sequencing data with chromosome-scale assembly. Our results suggest that Straglr
may be useful for investigating disease-associated TR expansions using long-read
sequencing.

Background
Long-read or third-generation DNA sequencing is increasingly employed in genomic

applications such as de novo assembly, structural variant detection, transcriptome pro-

filing, and metagenomics [1]. The Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Nanopore) and

PacBio Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) long-read sequencing platforms produce

reads with sizes ranging from tens to hundreds of kilobases (kb) [2, 3], enabling the

characterization of long-range structural genomic information that is unattainable by

short reads. While a major limitation of long-read technologies has been their higher

per nucleotide error rate (10–15%) [4], this constraint has been mitigated by improve-

ments in the sequencing technologies and accompanying processing algorithms [3]. As

these technologies have developed, their costs have declined and their throughput has

increased. Long-read sequencing is now widely applied in whole genome sequencing

(WGS) efforts [1, 5].

Short tandem repeats (STRs) are genomic segments typically composed of 2–6 base

pair (bp) units repeated in tandem and in the same orientation. STRs comprise about

3% of the human genome and are highly polymorphic. Lengths of certain STRs play

biological roles. There are human diseases caused by STR expansions, where STR

lengths beyond a certain threshold are known to be pathogenic [6]. The threshold
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length differs by STR locus and disease, and longer repeats can cause more severe and

earlier onset of clinical symptoms in patients with some repeat expansion disorders [7].

Additionally, repeat size may also be strongly associated with heterogeneity in pheno-

type manifestations, even among patients with the same disease [8]. Trinucleotides are

the repeat unit, or repeat motif, that has predominantly been found in diseases to date,

but more recently, expansions in longer and more complex tandem repeats (TRs), some

with repeat units > 6 bp in size (called variable number tandem repeats, VNTRs), have

also been found to be pathogenic [9–12].

Conventionally, clinical STR genotyping is performed by polymerase chain reac-

tion (PCR) or Southern blot assays [13]. Both methods can only be used to analyze

one or a few target STR loci at a time, which makes second-generation (short-

read) DNA sequencing an attractive alternative for analyzing exome- or genome-

wide STRs with a single test. However, the detectable size range of STR expansions

is limited by the read length of the sequencing technology, typically in the range

of 120–150 bp for second-generation sequencing. For repeats longer than the read

length, sequencing reads composed predominantly or entirely of repeat sequences

cannot be mapped reliably, if at all, to the reference genome [14]. Algorithms have

recently been developed to estimate larger-than-read-length expansion sizes with

sophisticated statistical modeling [15–17]. The success of these approaches depends

on accurate identification of partially mapped paired-end reads and unmapped or

mis-mapped full-repeat reads originated from the STR loci in question. Accurately

aligning such reads is particularly challenging for expansions that exceed sequen-

cing fragment length, typically 350–500 bp. Hence, under-estimation of repeat sizes

often occurs in such cases [18]. Moreover, traditional short-read sequencing librar-

ies prepared with PCR amplification exhibit GC-bias, resulting in under-

representation of sequence reads originated from STRs with high GC content. This

presents a major problem for STR expansion genotyping as some of the known

diseases arise from repeats comprised entirely of guanine and cytosine. While PCR-

free sequencing libraries improve coverage of GC-rich regions, they may not en-

tirely provide a solution for reliable STR genotyping using short reads due to the

caveats listed above.

Long-read sequencing offers an opportunity to remedy these problems, especially for

STRs that are kb, and sometime tens of kb, in length [19]. Library preparation for

SMRT or Nanopore long-read sequencing does not require PCR amplification and indi-

vidual DNA molecules are sequenced without amplification in both technologies.

Therefore, long reads are not subject to GC bias as much as short-reads are [20, 21].

To date, a number of studies have demonstrated the potential utility of long-read se-

quencing for genotyping expanded STRs in cell lines or patient samples [22, 23]. Ad-

vancements continue to be made in this direction, the latest example being the use of

the CRISPR-Cas9 system for target enrichment to achieve highly accurate STR length

genotypes [24, 25].

More than 40 diseases have been found to be caused by STR expansions [8]. Repeat

expansions may also be the mechanism underlying other rare diseases that are cur-

rently unexplained [26–31]. Efficiently searching for expansions anywhere in the gen-

ome would greatly facilitate the identification of novel disease-associated STR loci, but

performing a genome-wide search for such expansions with existing long-read
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genotyping software necessitates interrogating hundreds of thousands of annotated loci

(e.g., the UCSC simple repeats track), a time- and resource-intensive process.

We developed Straglr, a new software tool that scans the entire genome for potential

TR expansions by first extracting insertions composed of TRs and then genotyping the

identified “expanded” loci. This approach not only spares the time and computing re-

sources required for genotyping thousands of non-expanded TR loci but also enables

the discovery of expansions at previously unannotated loci. Herein we have demon-

strated Straglr’s performance in genotyping STR expansions using both simulated and

real long-read data and evaluated its results of a genome scan against a diploid genome

assembly.

Results
Simulated data

From the human reference genome (hg38), we generated three genomic sequences,

each modified at 17 known STR disease loci (Table 1) on different chromosomes to

contain alleles of a fixed size of 100, 500, or 4000 bp. We used NanoSim [32] to stimu-

late Nanopore reads based on the accompanying NA12878 Guppy flip-flop model [33].

We combined an equivalent number of Nanopore reads from the modified and un-

modified reference sequences to create simulated genomes with approximately 30X

coverage composed of one normal and one expanded STR allele at the 17 disease loci.

These heterozygous samples were used to evaluate Straglr and two other long-read

STR genotyping tools: tandem-genotypes (v1.4.0) [23] and RepeatHMM (v1.0) [22].

To evaluate the performance of each tool in genotyping STRs from long reads, we

first compared repeat size distributions determined from individual reads against the

actual size distributions (Fig. 1a). To determine the actual repeat size distribution, we

Table 1 Known disease loci used for simulation

Chromosome Start End Gene Motif

chr2 176,093,057 176,093,099 HOXD13 GGC

chr3 63,912,685 63,912,715 ATXN7 CAG

chr4 3,074,876 3,074,933 HTT CAG

chr5 146,878,728 146,878,758 PPP2R2B CTG

chr6 16,327,635 16,327,722 ATXN1 CTG

chr7 27,199,924 27,199,966 HOXA13 CGC

chr9 69,037,286 69,037,304 FXN GAA

chr11 119,206,289 119,206,322 CBL CGG

chr12 111,598,950 111,599,019 ATXN2 CTG

chr13 70,139,383 70,139,428 ATXN8 CTG

chr14 92,071,010 92,071,034 ATXN3 CTG

chr16 87,604,287 87,604,329 JPH3 CTG

chr19 45,770,204 45,770,264 DMPK CAG

chr20 2,652,733 2,652,775 NOP56 GGCCTG

chr21 43,776,443 43,776,479 CSTB CGCGGGGCGGGG

chr22 45,795,354 45,795,424 ATXN10 ATTCT

chrX 147,912,050 147,912,110 FMR1 CGG
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first identified the subset of simulated reads that spanned the 17 loci based on coordin-

ate and size information encapsulated in the NanoSim read names. The actual sizes of

the embedded STRs were calculated from alignment of sequences flanking the target

loci to reads originated from the corresponding locus (see the “Methods” section). As

expected, repeat sizes reported by all three tools exhibited bi-modal distributions in all

heterozygous samples. We performed a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test

using a p value of < 0.05 to indicate a significant difference between the actual and re-

ported repeat size distribution for all tools in all samples. Straglr showed a p value

smaller than the cutoff in only one sample (expansion 500 bp), whereas tandem-

genotypes showed p values smaller than the cutoff in two samples (expansions 100 and

500 bp). RepeatHMM exhibited a statistically different (p < 0.01) repeat size distribution

from the actual one at all expansions, mostly likely due to its under-sizing of the larger

alleles, which was visually observable in all cases.

We then compared the numbers and identities of target-repeat harboring reads re-

ported by the three tools against the ground truth (Fig. 1b). As RepeatHMM does not

reveal the identities of support reads used in genotyping, only Straglr and tandem-

genotypes results enabled true/false-positive and false-negative classifications. Because

Straglr also associates each supporting read with a constituent allele in the final geno-

type, we could perform classification separately for the expanded and reference alleles.

Classification of tandem-genotypes results was performed on all supporting reads to-

gether as it does not provide genotypes. Overall, Straglr reported a sensitivity of 99%

(805/817) and perfect specificity (zero false positives), whereas tandem-genotypes

showed a sensitivity of 98% (801/817) and a specificity of almost 100% (801/802).

Fig. 1 Genotyping benchmark (simulated data): repeat capture. a Repeat size distribution of genotyping
results from Straglr (ST), tandem-genotypes (TG) and RepeatHMM (RH) compared against real sizes (Truth) in
simulated samples. Each sample is composed of 17 heterozygous loci (Table 1) with a reference and
expanded alleles. Violin plot of each tool (orange, right) is juxtaposed with violin plot of the real distribution
(blue, left) in each of the nine samples with different expansion sizes. Horizontal lines within the violin plot
indicate the actual repeat sizes (y-positions) and relative frequencies (widths) detected. Red lines indicate
sizes classified (ST) or generated (Truth) as the expanded allele (AH), green the reference (AL) allele, and
black unclassified. PKS indicates the p value from a KS test comparing the tool’s estimated and truth repeat
size distributions. b True-positive (TP), false-positive (FP), and false-negative (FN) histograms in each of the
nine experiments. Classifications are separated for expanded (dark red) and reference (green) alleles in ST
based on the reported genotypes. No classification is possible with RH as supporting read identities were
not revealed. Numbers in RH just indicate the total number of Truths reads plus the difference detected;
e.g., 305 + 6 indicate 311 reads in total were detected by RH, 6 more than the total truth
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RepeatHMM identified more than the actual number of reads spanning the targeted

loci in two of the three expansion sizes, suggesting the occurrence of a small number

of false positives.

Next, we examined Straglr’s genotyping performance in resolving closely sized ex-

panded STR alleles. We generated modified genomic sequences by replacing each of

the 17 STR loci with “base” repeat sizes of 100, 500, 1000, or 2000 bp. For each base al-

lele, we created separate modified genome sequences with alleles incrementally larger

than the base by either 100 or 200 bp (see the “Methods” section). We generated reads

from each modified genome using NanoSim, targeting an approximate 5-10X coverage

for each allele. Finally, we combined the read set from each of the four base alleles with

each of the two incrementally larger alleles to simulate a total of eight bi-allelic sam-

ples. Each sample was aligned with minimap2 and genotyped by Straglr and

RepeatHMM, respectively; tandem-genotypes was excluded because it does not deter-

mine genotypes. Based on the genotype call at each locus, we found that Straglr could

distinguish alleles separated by 200 bp at all four base sizes and alleles separated by

100 bp at three of the four smaller base sizes (100, 500, and 1,000 bp). At 2000 bp re-

peat size, alleles separated by 100 bp were resolved in 9/17 of the loci (Fig. 2a).

RepeatHMM could not generate a genotype call for a vast number of loci in many of

the experiments due to failure to detect insufficient coverage. Moreover, it could not

resolve the two closely sized alleles in the majority of samples in which a genotype was

actually reported (Additional file 1 - Fig. S1a). Interestingly, when RepeatHMM did re-

port two alleles, they were often very close in size and one of them did not represent

the true allele size (e.g., ATXN1 in base size 1000 bp, separation 100 bp). We further ex-

tended the study by adding an additional allele with twice the separation size in each

sample to simulate tri-allelic loci. Similar results to the bi-allelic samples were observed

for Straglr (Fig. 2b). RepeatHMM did not report three alleles for any of the samples

(Additional file 1 - Fig. S1b).

We also tested Straglr’s ability to detect mosaicism using simulated fragile X syn-

drome (FXS) samples that contained different relative abundances of a premutation

(PM, 150 repeats) and full mutation (FM, 500 repeats) FMR1 expansions. We simulated

ten 30X samples for each combination of PM and FM alleles, from 100% PM progres-

sing to 100% FM with a step-size shift of 10% read abundance from one allele to the

other (Fig. 3). We showed that Straglr not only successfully detected the right allele(s)

(Fig. 3, right), but also assigned each allele with the right number of supporting reads

to reflect the underlying relative abundance (Fig. 3, left).

Targeted sequencing data

We analyzed HiFi [3] sequence data from four samples with HTT CAG expansions,

three samples with FMR1 CGG expansions, and one negative control without any

known repeat expansions. The data were generated by PacBio’s No-Amp targeted se-

quencing, an application that combines target enrichment using the CRISPR/Cas9 sys-

tem with SMRT sequencing [34]. The sequences were aligned and analyzed by PacBio’s

repeat analysis scripts. We ran Straglr in genotype-only mode using the provided align-

ments on four STR loci: HTT, FMR1, ATXN10, and C9orf72. The latter two known dis-

ease loci were included in PacBio’s analysis as negative controls. We compared the
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repeat size distribution on each locus extracted from Straglr’s results against those

determined by PacBio’s analysis for each sample (see the “Methods” section) and ob-

served a high level of agreement, evidenced by either complete overlaps or only minor

shifts in the distributions (Fig. 4). Moreover, all expansion samples were genotyped as

heterozygous, even when the separation between allele sizes was only around 100 bp. In

the HTT expansion sample NA14044, Straglr also detected FM repeat sizes in excess of

1 kb.

WGS data

For evaluation of Straglr’s performance on WGS long-read data, we used PacBio’s Se-

quel continuous long read (CLR) sequences (SRR7615963) and high-quality diploid as-

sembly (GCA_003634875.1) [35] from HG00733, a sample from the 1000 Genomes

Project [36]. We used the chromosome-scale, haplotype-resolved assembly as the

ground-truth for examining Straglr’s performance in both targeted genotyping of TR

loci and larger-than-reference TR polymorphism detection as a proxy for repeat expan-

sions in disease scenarios.

Fig. 2 Genotyping benchmark (simulated data): resolving power. A series of bi-allelic (a) and tri-allelic (b)
samples composed of a “base” expansion (columns) at 17 disease loci (legend) combined with one (a) or
two (b) larger alleles separated from the next smaller allele by a fixed separation size (rows). Red vertical
lines indicate the targeted allele sizes for simulation in each sample. Colored circles represent the allele
sizes (x-axis) reported by Straglr for each locus (y-axis)
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We first evaluated TR sizing accuracy of Straglr, tandem-genotypes, and

RepeatHMM. For this, we used the UCSC hg38 “Simple Tandem Repeats” annotation

[37], which is composed of both STRs and VNTRs, as the input for target loci. To

streamline the analysis with minimum ambiguity, we reduced the initial set of over a

million loci to ones that (A) have a motif size between 2 and 100 bp and (B) are located

more than 500 bp from another TR to avoid annotated loci with different repeat motifs

that overlap to various degrees. TR sizes in the assembly were determined by aligning

flanking probe sequences generated from the reference genome against the assembly

(see the “Methods” section). Finally, we restricted our comparison against the assembly

to a set of common loci (n = 215,894) that all three tools were able to genotype. We

plotted the mean repeat sizes determined from individual support reads against the

average repeat sizes determined from each assembly scaffold for each locus. Higher

Pearson correlation coefficients for Straglr and RepeatHMM (R = 0.99) demonstrated

these tools sized TRs more accurately than tandem-genotypes (R = 0.98) (Fig. 5)

For evaluation of Straglr’s genotyping performance on WGS data, we concentrated

on a subset of the annotated loci selected above that have heterozygous alleles that dif-

fer by at least 100 bp as determined from the assembly (n = 418). Straglr’s genotyping

results (Fig. 6), also summarized in Additional file 1 – Table S1, exhibited a high level

of sensitivity (87%, 364/418) and specificity (93%, 364/390) (see the “Methods” section)

using the diploid assembly as the “ground truth.” This stands in sharp contrast with

Fig. 3 FXS mosaicism simulation. The Y-axis labels specify the composition of full (FM) and premutation
(PM) alleles in each mosaic sample simulated. The left panel plots the number of reads simulated (white)
overlaid by the number of reads assigned by Straglr for each allele (green) in each sample. The right panel
plots the copy number(s) simulated (white) overlaid by Straglr’s reported copy number(s) (green) for each
sample. The horizontal length of each green bar represents the average of results from ten samples of the
same composition and the error bar represents the 95% confidence interval. Thirty simulated reads
spanning the FMR1 repeat locus with the specified allele composition is used as the input for each
experiment. FM allele has 500 repeats and PM has 150 repeats
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RepeatHMM (Additional file 1 – Table S1 and Fig. S2) with 40% (168/418) sensitivity

and 84% (168/201) specificity.

With the same benchmarking framework, we also studied the relationship between

Straglr’s genotyping performance and coverage depth. We generated samples with vari-

ous sequencing depths by randomly sub-sampling the HG00733 dataset and genotyped

the 418 heterozygous loci with Straglr. We used sensitivity, defined as the percentage

of loci with both alleles genotyped within 100 bp of the assembled sizes, as the perform-

ance metric and found that genotyping performance increased linearly with coverage

up to around 20X, and began to plateau after around 30X (Additional file 1 - Fig. S3).

We ran Straglr in genome-scan mode on HG00733 minimap2 alignments to cap-

ture expansions of TRs with 2-100 bp motifs. To evaluate the results, we performed

separate comparisons against the assembly on homozygous and heterozygous loci,

classified based on Straglr’s genotyping. We selected homozygous loci with at least

20 supporting reads and larger than the reference by 100 bp (n = 540). We plotted

Fig. 4 PacBio’s No-Amp targeted sequencing benchmark. Per-read repeat size distributions obtained from
genotyping results of Straglr (blue) and PacBio’s repeat analysis (orange) were plotted for the eight samples
(columns) in the No-Amp targeted sequencing dataset at four target loci (rows). Y-axis represents the
density for each detected repeat size in the distribution. The four HTT and three FMR1 repeat-expansion
samples are highlighted by a pink background

Fig. 5 Genotyping benchmark for AQ3 HG00733: sizing accuracy. Correlation of the mean allele size (AStool )
reported by Straglr (ST), tandem-genotypes (TG), and RepeatHMM (RH) against the mean allele size (ASasm)
determined from the HG00733 assembly between 200 and 4000 bp at 2992 annotated (hg38 Simple
Repeats) loci that all three tools were able to genotype. AStool was calculated as the mean of all repeat sizes
reported by the tool at a given locus. R = Pearson correlation coefficient. Linear correlation equation is shown
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the TR sizes reported by Straglr versus those determined from the assembly. The

mean of the two allele sizes was used for plotting in Fig. 7 because they may be

different in the assembly. A high degree of correlation (R = 0.99) between the al-

lele sizes called by Straglr and the assembly was observed (Fig. 7a). From Straglr’s

heterozygous calls, we selected loci with alleles that differed in size by at least 200

bp, each with minimum 20 read support, located at least 500 bp apart from each

other, and for which sizes could be unambiguously determined from the assembly

(n = 437). Of these, we observed 315 (72%) where both alleles agreed with the as-

sembly, 106 (24%) agreed with one allele, and 16 (4%) agreed with neither (Fig.

7b). Although we used the HG00733 assembly as the “ground truth,” visual inspec-

tion of some of these 122 discordant cases raises questions about the haplotype re-

construction on some of these loci. In Additional file 1 - Fig. S4, we present an

example in which one of the two alleles called by Straglr is matched while the

smaller allele was missing from the assembly.

Fig. 6 Heterozygous loci genotyping benchmark for HG00733. Comparison of allele sizes determined from
the assembly against Straglr’s genotyping results for 418 annotated heterozygous loci (see the “Results”
section for selection criteria). Each radial line in the circular plot represents a locus. The chromosome on
which the locus lies is shown as a number and arc along the circumference. The black segment on each
radial line represents the span in size (bp) between the two alleles determined from the assembly. Colored
circle markers on each radial line indicate allele sizes according to Straglr’s genotype. One or two markers
may be present on each radius because Straglr may only report a single allele that is found heterozygous
by the assembly. Green markers represent agreement between the allele sizes (see the “Methods” section
for matching criteria), red indicates disagreement
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Of the 6936 loci with alleles called as “expanded” by Straglr, 146 were not annotated

as simple repeats by UCSC. At one of these loci at chr9:127,882,557-127,882,603,

Straglr found a stretch of nine to 10 impure GAA repeats in the reference sequence

that was “expanded” to over 140 copies in HG00733. This result was confirmed by

checking the corresponding locus in the assembly manually (Additional file 1 - Fig. S5).

We found this example particularly interesting because it reminds us of the repeat ex-

pansion in FXN in Friedreich Ataxia (FRDA), which also occurs at a short (six copies)

GAA tract that is not included in the UCSC simple repeat annotations.

Runtime and computing resource

We ran Straglr in genome-scan mode on six samples generated by randomly sub-

sampling Sequel reads from HG00733 (accession SRR7615963) at different read depths:

11, 16, 22, 33, 44, and 87X (original library) to study the effect of coverage depths on

runtime of the software. To provide an idea of running the entire pipeline, we also in-

cluded the runtimes of minimap2 alone and the sum of the runtimes of minimap2 and

Straglr in the benchmarking (Fig. 8). At around 30X depth of coverage, the target

coverage in most sequencing experiments, minimap2 completed in about three hours

and Straglr in about one and a half hours. For comparison, we ran LAST/tandem-geno-

types pipeline on the same samples. In order to simulate a genome scan using tandem-

genotypes, we divided the hg38 Simple Repeats annotation into 32 equal batches of

22,445 loci each, the same number of processors we used for Straglr, after excluding

the same regions we excluded for Straglr (see the “Methods” section), and ran tandem-

genotypes on them in parallel. The longest runtime for the 32 jobs was taken as the

Fig. 7 Characterization of homozygous and heterozygous expansions detected in HG00733 Straglr genome
scan. a Correlation of TR sizes of homozygous loci (see the “Results” section for selection criteria) detected
by Straglr genome scan (ST) and their corresponding sizes determined from the assembly (ASM). Averages
of two alleles from the assembly were calculated and plotted because two differently sized TR may have
been reconstructed in the assembly. b Heterozygous loci based on Straglr genome scan (see the “Results”
section for selection criteria). Each radial line in the circular plot represents a locus. The chromosome on
which the locus lies is shown as a number and arc along the circumference. The black segment on each
radial line represents the span in size (bp) between the two alleles within Straglr’s genotype. Colored circle
markers on each radial line indicate allele sizes determined from the assembly. One or two markers may be
present on each radius because the assembly may only report a single allele that is found heterozygous by
Straglr. Green markers represent agreement between the allele sizes (see the “Methods” section for
matching criteria), red indicates disagreement
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completion time of the genome scan. RepeatHMM was not included in the comparison

because all batches took over 24 h to complete. For alignment alone, we found that

LAST was around three times slower than minimap2 in all samples of different cover-

age depths. Straglr and tandem-genotypes took about the same time to run for up to

44X coverage; Straglr was a little faster for the deepest sample. At 30X, tandem-

genotypes took about 1 h to finish and LAST about 10 h to finish. tandem-genotypes is

more efficient in memory usage as it only took about 92MB (peak usage) for process-

ing the 30X sample compared to 15 GB for Straglr. This is understandable because

Straglr inspects the sequence content of each target locus but tandem-genotypes does

not. All computing benchmark runs were performed on Intel Xeon E5 -2650 2.20 GHz

48-core machines running Centos 7.6.

Discussion
We designed different simulation experiments to evaluate Straglr’s genotyping perform-

ance. We first demonstrated Straglr’s superior specificity and sensitivity (see the “Re-

sults” section) in detecting a wide spectrum of TR expansions from 100 to 4000 bp for

a variety of known disease loci. Then, we tested Straglr’s ability to resolve two or three

closely sized alleles at various expansion sizes. We found that Straglr can readily distin-

guish expanded alleles (100–1000 bp in length) separated by as small as 100 bp. Smaller

alleles (50 bp) separated by as small as 60 bp remain distinguishable at a majority of test

loci (14/17, data not shown). At larger expansions of 2 kb or larger (data not shown),

Fig. 8 Runtime comparison. Sequences from HG00733 (accession SRR7615963) were randomly sub-sampled
to generate six samples of different read depths: 11, 16, 22, 33, 44, and 87X (original library). Runtimes were
shown for running the aligners alone (minimap2 or LAST), the analysis tools alone (Straglr or tandem-
genotypes), and the sum (minimap2 + Straglr, LAST + tandem-genotypes) using 32 threads/processors.
tandem-genotypes time is taken from the longest completion time of any one of the 32 equal-size batches
(22,445 loci) generated from hg38 simple repeats. LAST alignment times are the sum of running last-train
and lastal
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alleles different by 100 bp were still resolvable, but the success rate (based on the 17

test loci) started to decline with increasing allele sizes (data not shown). This is ex-

pected as sequencing errors, such as deletions, accumulate in larger alleles, confound-

ing real allele size differences with sizing imprecision and hence making allele

clustering to generate accurate genotypes more challenging. Nevertheless, Straglr’s abil-

ity to capture multiple heterozygous expansion alleles is important because it has been

reported that algorithms using short-reads often failed to capture the second expansion

allele or misclassified one of the two FM alleles as PM or normal [18]. This is undesir-

able for diseases with recessive inheritance, such as FRDA, because affected individuals

may be wrongly diagnosed as carriers. In the final simulation experiment, we con-

structed samples to mimic FXS mosaicism [38] with different read dilutions of FM and

PM alleles at different relative abundances for testing Straglr’s genotyping performance.

We found that Straglr could accurately estimate not only the correct copy numbers of

the two alleles but also their relative abundance, reflected by the number of supporting

reads associated with each allele.

Straglr was developed around genome alignments produced by minimap2 [39] be-

cause of its speed and ease of use, although output from other aligners in BAM format

is also accepted. Despite minimap’s overall mapping reliability, we observed the occa-

sional omission of split alignments before or after long repeats (1 kb or more). This de-

ficiency is of particular relevance to TR alignment, but we managed to salvage most of

such cases by aligning a short stretch of reference sequence immediately upstream or

downstream of the target position using BLASTN (see the “Methods” section), thereby

improving Straglr’s sensitivity in capturing TRs. This also eliminated the need to re-

map neighborhood sequences around TR loci using another aligner, the approach used

by RepeatHMM, the slowest of the three long-read TR genotyping tools in this study.

One challenge of detecting TRs in noisy long reads is that interruptions introduced

by indels and base substitutions make the task of motif recognition difficult. Running

tandem repeats finder (TRF) with lenient parameters in Straglr enabled TRs with im-

perfect or complex motifs to be detected. Nonetheless, occasional failures may occur in

short alleles where deletions can cause disruptions big enough to preclude motif recog-

nition, an example being the normal allele of 42 bp GGCCTG in NOP56 of spinocere-

bellar ataxia 36.

Another challenging task during the genotyping phase is comparison of TR mo-

tifs identified from individual locus-spanning reads against the target motif, either

provided by the user or detected by Straglr during the genome-scan phase. This is

particularly difficult with VNTRs as longer TR sequences are inherently more

error-prone and divergent. We employed BLASTN with reduced seed length to

perform matching between long TR motifs, and imperfect identity with target mo-

tifs was accepted as positive matches. This motif screening procedure added extra

running time for Straglr but was necessary to avoid STR genotyping mistakes. We

provide an example at chr8:23,627,962-23,628,004 in HG00733 where an insertion

of ~ 3.5 kb was observed in 35 out of 86 reads (Additional file 1 - Fig. S6), but the

insertion sequence does not remotely resemble a concatenation of the annotated

TATC repeat and no single unique motif spanning the entire sequence could be

identified by TRF. The locus is correctly reconstructed in the Falcon assembly, cap-

turing the insertion in one of the scaffolds, but the decision to ascertain the
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insertion as an expansion of the TATC motif, as was done by tandem-repeats, is

questionable.

Our analysis of the PacBio No-Amp targeted sequencing dataset demonstrated

Straglr’s versatility in genotyping sequences generated from the HiFi sequencing tech-

nology. In fact, the almost-identical size distributions (Fig. 4) and estimates (Additional

file 3) of repeats extracted from individual reads by both Straglr and PacBio’s propri-

etary analysis show that Straglr’s genotyping performance expectedly improves on more

accurate long-read sequences. Moreover, this dataset also provides an opportunity for

testing Straglr’s ability to genotype loci composed of multiple motifs, such as neighbor-

ing CAG and CGG repeats at the HTT locus, which are difficult to simulate for bench-

marking. Straglr is flexible in allowing users to specify multiple motifs for genotyping

complex loci. Together with improving accuracy in long-read sequencing technologies,

Straglr can be deployed to delineate embedded interruption repeat motifs, a common

phenomenon that influences phenotype manifestations in a number of repeat expan-

sion diseases [40–42].

Simulation is a very useful benchmarking avenue as the “ground truth” is available.

We believe our benchmarking results from the simulated Nanopore datasets can also

be achieved on PacBio’s raw CLR sequences as both technologies exhibit similar overall

error rate [4]. For this, we used the HG00733 diploid assembly to evaluate Straglr’s re-

sults on WGS long reads from the same sample. Overall, we found a high concordance

(R = 0.99) between the sizes of annotated TRs determined by Straglr and the corre-

sponding loci from the assembly (Fig. 5). Over 200,000 TRs with motifs ranging from 2

to 100 bp were analyzed, attesting to the ability of Straglr to genotype TRs with a wide

range of purity and complexity. On a subset of annotated TRs deemed heterozygous

based on the assembly, we observed a high percentage (87%) where both alleles re-

ported by Straglr agreed in size.

We performed a genome scan on the entire SRR7615963 read set from HG00733

to search for TR expansions at least 100 bp larger than the allele in the reference

genome. We conducted evaluations of identified homozygous and heterozygous

“expanded” loci separately because the latter requires comparisons at both alleles.

A high degree of correlation (R = 0.99) was observed between TR sizes from

homozygous loci detected by Straglr’s genome scan and their corresponding sizes

in the assembly. We observed a lower level percentage (73%) of heterozygous loci

where both allele sizes agreed between Straglr and the assembly. As reported in

the “Results” section, the majority of the remaining cases were single-match cases,

where only one of the two alleles called by Straglr agreed with the assembly. We

suspect a sizable proportion of them, an example of which shown in Fig. S3, were

cases in which a second allele failed to be reconstructed in the assembly based on

the number and tight size distribution of supporting reads of the unmatched allele.

Other single-match cases probably contained a second false-positive allele com-

posed of heterogeneous repeat sizes erroneously clustered together by the Gaussian

mixture models (GMM) Straglr uses for genotyping. GMM generally performed

well in determining TR genotypes, as evidenced by the simulation experiments and

the benchmarking of HG00733’s genotypes against the long-read assembly. Prevent-

ing GMM from clustering suspiciously wide size or repeat number distributions

into the final genotype might improve Straglr’s results. As long-read phasing
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algorithms become more mature [43, 44], allele phasing may be the most reliable

solution to determining TR genotypes.

In Straglr, repeat expansions are identified in the genome-scan phase by extract-

ing TR insertions relative to the reference genome. This allows Straglr to discover

expansions at novel locations outside of pre-determined annotated TRs—input that

is required by existing long-read genotyping software. Although HG00733 is a sam-

ple from a healthy individual, we found examples of apparently expanded TR al-

leles at unannotated loci (Additional file 1 - Fig. S5). It is doubtful that these

observations have any clinical implications because only a tiny fraction of TR loci

have any known association with disease and most TR loci are neither within nor

adjacent to protein-coding genes [45].

Straglr is efficient at performing a genome scan, requiring only around 1 h and 23

min using 32 threads and 15 GB of memory to process genome alignments of 30X

depth of coverage—an optimal coverage for genotyping we found using PacBio CLR

data (see the “Results” section). With Straglr’s ability to process long reads from both

PacBio and Nanopore platforms, we plan to catalog human TR polymorphisms from all

publically available whole genome long-read sequencing datasets, thereby providing a

control to aid in the discovery of pathogenic TR expansions in disease samples.

Conclusions
Long-read sequencing enables reliable detection of pathogenic TR expansions, and we

have demonstrated that Straglr is a robust software for such application. Adopting an

approach similar to structural variant detection but customized for handling TR align-

ment idiosyncrasies, Straglr run in genome-scan mode efficiently identifies TR expan-

sions relative to the reference genome. We detected larger-than-reference polymorphic

TR alleles from a healthy 1000 Genomes Project sample with allele size estimates that

strongly correlate with the corresponding sequence assembly. With many apparently

genetic disorders still having unknown causal mutations and the technologies of long-

read sequencing becoming more mature and cost-effective, we believe that Straglr is a

robust tool for exploring the involvement of repeat expansion events in the etiology of

genetic diseases.

Methods
Straglr method

Straglr can be run in genome-scan or genotype-only modes (Fig. 9). The difference be-

tween these modes is that the input TR loci are identified by Straglr’s genome-wide ex-

pansion searching in the former but are provided by the user in the latter. When run in

genome-scan mode, Straglr searches genomic alignments in BAM format for insertions

larger than a user-specified threshold. It extracts insertions that are captured either

within a single alignment, which can be readily gleaned from the CIGAR representa-

tion, or embodied in multiple split alignments. Sizable insertions or insertions posi-

tioned near the end of a read sequence often cause aligners to generate split alignments

from a single read. Potential insertions in such cases can be recognized by the close

proximity of the genomic positions coupled with distant separation of the read posi-

tions of the breakpoint between the paired split alignments. Straglr extracts insertions
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by iterating through all alignments and merges events that are within close proximity

of each other. Before the start of genome-scan, Straglr accepts a list of coordinates that

the user chooses to bypass. This option allows users to expedite the searching process

by skipping dubious regions, such as the highly repetitive centromeres or regions har-

boring extensive segmental duplications, from which reliable alignments of even long

reads may not be possible. Straglr then uses TRF to screen the insertion sequences of

all detected events—only insertions composed of at least 70% of single TRs are kept.

Straglr also extracts the neighborhood genomic region of each event and summons

TRF to delineate the genomic position of the TR locus, thus eliminating the need for

annotation. Motifs detected from insertion sequence and genomic region must be

matched, albeit with non-stringent criteria in light of noisy read sequences, in order for

events to proceed to the next stage of analysis. We enlist BLASTN to help match

VNTRs because subtle discordance between read and reference genome sequences at

such long loci is usually anticipated. Because of the high error rate of long reads, TRF

is run with lenient parameters for TR detection (Additional file 2 - Table S2). The co-

ordinates and sequence motifs of candidate TR expansions are recorded and passed on

to the genotyping module of the software.

The genotyping module, given a list of coordinates and motifs either from the

genome-scan module or input by the user in BED format to run Straglr in genotype-

only mode, iterates through each locus and extracts read sequences sandwiched be-

tween the coordinates of the neighboring nucleotides. A similar strategy is used to ex-

tract insertion sequence from single or split alignments obtained from Straglr’s

genome-scan module. Straglr attempts to rescue missing split alignments in which

there are potential TR sub-sequences by aligning a short stretch (80 bp) of reference

genomic sequence immediately up- or downstream of the position where the possible

sub-sequence lies to the clipped read sequence using BLASTN. A successful unambigu-

ous alignment provides the missing boundary of the repeat sub-sequence with the read

and enables Straglr to extract the sequence for TRF inspection. TRF is again used to

screen all candidate repeat sequences extracted, as motifs detected are matched against

Fig. 9 Straglr workflow. Straglr has two stages: Scan and Genotype. Inputting a bam file, the Scan stage
identifies insertions, filters them for tandem repeats, and merges reads to annotate events at target loci.
Inputting bam and bed files, the Genotype stage uses a Gaussian mixture model to cluster reads into alleles
to report copy numbers of repeat motifs and the nucleotide lengths of tandem repeats
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the target motif. When simple string matching using Python’s regular expression fails,

such as the cases for long and complicated VNTRs, BLASTN is performed with mis-

match allowance to discern matches between target and detected motifs. If none of the

detected motifs matches the target motif, no genotyping result will be produced for the

locus in question. The final size and motif sequence for each supporting read are ex-

trapolated from TRF results. This process captures potential TRs smaller than the al-

leles identified from genome-scan mode (if genome-scan mode was run), hence

compiling a complete list of alleles for genotype ascertainment.

Straglr uses GMM (Python scikit-learn package) to estimate the genotype given all

the repeat sizes identified at each target locus. It attempts different numbers of clusters

up to a user-specified maximum (default = 2) and assigns the one with the smallest

Akaike information criterion (AIC) value as the number of alleles. The median of all re-

peat sizes within each cluster is the size reported for that allele. The final output of

Straglr details the supporting read names together with the copy numbers, sizes, and

start location of the TR detected in each read.

Tandem repeat expansion simulation

To simulate TR expansions, we replaced specific TRs (Table 1) in the reference

genome with sequences of desired lengths made up of additional copies of the ori-

ginal repeat motifs. Simulated Nanopore sequencing reads were generated using

NanoSim (v2.5.0) with the Guppy flip-flop model it provides. For the first experi-

ment that tested Straglr’s accuracy in capturing expansion events, we performed

whole genome simulations and generated 3,700,000 reads; for the second experi-

ment that tested Straglr’s resolving power for expansion alleles, we only performed

locus-specific simulation on the expanded loci with 500 kb flanking sequences and

a target number of 10,000 reads. This was done to expedite the data generation

process in light of the multitude of simulations designed. Each sample in the first

experiment was composed of reads generated from a modified genome and reads

generated from the reference genome. Samples in the second experiment were

made up reads generated from two or three modified genomes with different ex-

pansion sizes. All samples were targeted for 20-30X coverage. Each sample was

aligned with minimap2 and analyzed by Straglr in genotyping mode provided with

locus coordinates and motifs, as well as by tandem-genotypes and RepeatHMM

where appropriate.

To identify reads that spanned the targeted loci modified with expansions, the origin

of each simulated read was first deduced from NanoSim’s read names: in the

underscore-separated fields of the read name, the first field represents the chromosome

name, the second field represents the start genomic coordinate, the third field indicates

whether the read is mappable to the genome (“aligned”) or not (“unaligned”), and the

seventh field represents the alignment length of the read, which by adding to the start

coordinate yields the end genomic coordinate of the read. The coordinates of all

“aligned” reads were intersected with the target locus coordinates with expansion sizes

added to the ends, and the subsets that overlapped by at least 50 bp on both sides of

the expansions were treated as the set of ground truth reads that harbor the

expansions.
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Mosaicism simulation

We generated two modified genome sequences, one replacing the FMR1 repeat

locus (chrX: 147,912,051–147,912,110) with 150 CGG repeats (PM) and the other

with 500 repeats (FM), each with 500 kb reference sequences flanking the locus.

We then generated 2000 simulated Nanopore reads by running NanoSim on each

modified sequence, aiming to result in approximately 30 reads covering the locus.

This step was repeated ten times to generate inputs for each mosaic composition.

We then aligned all simulated reads against hg38 with minimap2 and identified all

PM and FM reads that flanked the FMR1 repeat locus by at least one kb on both

sides. From these sets, reads were randomly picked to make up the desired com-

position for each sample with a target combined coverage of 30X. Starting with

samples composed of 100% PM reads, we produced a series of samples by serially

shifting 10% of the input reads from PM to FM until the final samples that were

composed of 100% FM reads. Each sample was aligned with minimap2 and geno-

typed by Straglr. The genotype output columns, with both the copy numbers

(numbers of repeat units) detected and the number of supporting reads associated

with each allele, were used as the inputs for generating Fig. 3.

PacBio’s No-Amp targeted sequencing analysis

Alignments and analysis results were downloaded from PacBio’s No-Amp Targeted Se-

quencing dataset repository: https://downloads.pacbcloud.com/public/dataset/

RepeatExpansionDisorders_NoAmp/. In the “analysis” sub-directory, BAM files used

for Straglr analysis resided under “align,” and per-read repeat sizes were extracted from

the “totalLength” columns of the “*.counts.tsv” files under “reports.” Per-read repeat

sizes determined by Straglr were taken from the “size” field of its outputs. Target repeat

coordinates and motifs used for running Straglr in genotype-only mode were copied

from the “human_hs37d5.targets_repeatonly.bed” file under the “auxillary” sub-

directory.

Tandem repeat size determination from assembly

To determine TR sizes from the assembly, we extracted 500 bp reference genome

sequences flanking either side of the TR coordinates (left and right probes) and

aligned them against the assembly with BWA mem [46]. Only unique, end-to-end

mappings were considered for determining the positions of TRs within the assem-

bly. The end mapping position of the left probe and the start mapping position of

the right probe were taken as the boundaries of a given TR within the scaffold

both probes mapped to. The assembly sequences bounded by the coordinates thus

determined were subject to testing by TRF to ensure at least 80% of the extracted

sequence was composed of a single TR. Assembly sizes were only reported for TRs

that passed this test.

Comparison between Straglr’s genotype and the assembly

To determine if heterozygous alleles of a given TR locus ascertained by either Straglr

or RepeatHMM agreed with the corresponding alleles from the diploid HG00733 as-

sembly, we sorted the allele sizes and compared the smaller and larger alleles from each
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source independently. A match was declared when both alleles were within 20 bp in

size or the difference was within 10% of the assembly allele size. True positives were

represented by heterozygous genotype calls in which both alleles matched the assembly

using the above criteria, with the total number of heterozygous calls or the total num-

ber of heterozygous alleles identified in the assembly as the denominator in the calcula-

tion for sensitivity and specificity respectively.
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